In this era of an increased interest in loop theory, the Einstein velocity addition law has fresh resonance. One of the most fascinating aspects of recent work in Einstein's special theory of relativity is the emergence of special grouplike loops. The special grouplike loops, known as gyrocommutative gyrogroups, have thrust the Einstein velocity addition law, which previously has operated mostly in the shadows, into the spotlight. We will find that Einstein (Möbius) addition is a gyrocommutative gyrogroup operation that forms the setting for the Beltrami-Klein (Poincaré) ball model of hyperbolic geometry just as the common vector addition is a commutative group operation that forms the setting for the standard model of Euclidean geometry. The resulting analogies to which the grouplike loops give rise lead us to new results in (i) hyperbolic geometry; (ii) relativistic physics; and (iii) quantum information and computation.
Introduction
The author's two recent books with the ambitious titles, "Analytic hyperbolic geometry: Mathematical foundations and applications" [56] , and "Beyond the Einstein addition law and its gyroscopic Thomas precession: The theory of gyrogroups and gyrovector spaces" [53, 66] , raise expectations for novel applications of special grouplike loops in hyperbolic geometry and in relativistic physics. Indeed, these books lead their readers to see what some special grouplike loops have to offer, and thereby give them a taste of loops in the service of the hyperbolic geometry of Bolyai and Lobachevsky and the special relativity theory of Einstein.
Seemingly structureless, Einstein's relativistic velocity addition is neither commutative nor associative. Einstein's failure to recognize and advance the rich, grouplike loop structure [52] that regulates his relativistic velocity addition law contributed to the eclipse of his velocity addition law of relativistically admissible 3-velocities, creating a void that could be filled only with the Lorentz transformation of 4-velocities, along with its Minkowski's geometry.
Minkowski characterized his spacetime geometry as evidence that preestablished harmony between pure mathematics and applied physics does exist [42] . Subsequently, the study of special relativity followed the lines laid down by Minkowski, in which the role of Einstein velocity addition and its interpretation in the hyperbolic geometry of Bolyai and Lobachevsky are ignored [5] . The tension created by the mathematician Minkowski into the specialized realm of theoretical physics, as well as Minkowski's strategy to overcome disciplinary obstacles to the acceptance of his reformulation of Einstein's special relativity is skillfully described by Scott Walter in [64] .
According to Leo Corry [11] , Einstein considered Minkowski's reformulation of his theory in terms of four-dimensional spacetime to be no more than "superfluous erudition". Admitting that, unlike his seemingly structureless relativistic velocity addition law, the Lorentz transformation is an elegant group operation, Einstein is quoted as saying:
"If you are out to describe truth, leave elegance to the tailor."
Albert Einstein (1879 Einstein ( -1955 One might, therefore, suppose that there is a price to pay in mathematical elegance and regularity when replacing ordinary vector addition approach to Euclidean geometry with Einstein vector addition approach to hyperbolic geometry. But, this is not the case since grouplike loops, called gyrocommutative gyrogroups, come to the rescue. It turns out that Einstein addition of vectors with magnitudes < c is a gyrocommutative gyrogroup operation and, as such, it possesses a rich nonassociative algebraic and geometric structure. The best way to introduce the gyrocommutative gyrogroup notion that regulates the algebra of Einstein's relativistic velocity addition law is offered by Möbius transformations of the disc [29] . The subsequent transition from Möbius addition, which regulates the Poincaré ball model of hyperbolic geometry, Fig. 1 , to Einstein addition, which regulates the Beltrami-Klein ball model of hyperbolic geometry, Fig. 6 , expressed in gyrolanguage, will then turn out to be remarkably simple and elegant [56, 57] .
Evidently, the grouplike loops that we naturally call gyrocommutative gyrogroups, along with their extension to gyrovector spaces, form a new tool for the twenty-first century exploration of classical hyperbolic geometry and its use in physics.
Möbius transformations of the disc
Möbius transformations of the disc D,
of the complex plane C offer an elegant way to introduce the grouplike loops that we call gyrogroups. More than 150 years have passed since August Ferdinand Möbius first studied the transformations that now bear his name [35] . Yet, the rich structure he thereby exposed is still far from being exhausted Ahlfors' book [1] , Conformal Invariants: Topics in Geometric Function Theory, begins with a presentation of the Möbius self-transformation of the complex open unit disc D, 
Naturally, Möbius subtraction, ⊖ M , is given by
Remarkably, Möbius addition possesses the automorphic inverse property
and the left cancellation law
for all a, b, z∈D, [56, 53] . Möbius addition gives rise to the Möbius disc groupoid (D, ⊕ M ), recalling that a groupoid (G, ⊕) is a nonempty set, G, with a binary operation, ⊕, and that an automorphism of a groupoid (G, ⊕) is a bijective self map f of G that respects its binary operation ⊕, that is, f (a⊕b) = f (a)⊕f (b). The set of all automorphisms of a groupoid (G, ⊕) forms a group, denoted Aut(G, ⊕).
Möbius addition ⊕ M in the disc is neither commutative nor associative. To measure the extent to which Möbius addition deviates from associativity we define the gyrator
by the equation
for all a, b, z∈D.
The automorphisms
of D, a, b∈D, called gyrations of D, have an important hyperbolic geometric interpretation [63] . Thus, the gyrator in (6) generates the gyrations in (8) . In order to emphasize that gyrations of D are also automorphisms of (D, ⊕ M ), as we will see below, they are also called gyroautomorphisms. Clearly, in the special case when the binary operation ⊕ M in (7) is associative, gyr[a, b] reduces to the trivial automorphism, gyr[a, b]z = z for all z∈D. Hence, indeed, the self map gyr[a, b] of the disc D measures the extent to which Möbius addition ⊕ M in the disc D deviates from associativity.
One can readily simplify (7) in terms of (3), obtaining
a, b, z∈D, so that the gyrations
are unimodular complex numbers. As such, gyrations represent rotations of the disc D about its center, as shown in (9) .
Gyrations are invertible. The inverse,
Moreover, gyrations respect Möbius addition in the disc,
for all a, b, c, d∈D, so that gyrations of the disc are automorphisms of the disc, as anticipated in (8) . Identity (10) can be written as
thus giving rise to the gyrocommutative law of Möbius addition. Furthermore, Identity (7) can be manipulated, by mean of the left cancellation law (5), into the identity
thus giving rise to the left gyroassociative law of Möbius addition. The gyrocommutative law, (13) , and the left gyroassociative law, (14) , of Möbius addition in the disc reveal the grouplike structure of Möbius groupoid (D, ⊕ M ), that we naturally call a gyrocommutative gyrogroup. Taking the key features of Möbius groupoid (D, ⊕ M ) as axioms, and guided by analogies with group theory, we thus obtain the following definitions of gyrogroups and gyrocommutative gyrogroups.
Definition 1. (Gyrogroups).
A groupoid (G, ⊕) is a gyrogroup if its binary operation satisfies the following axioms. In G there is at least one element, 0, called a left identity, satisfying (G1) 0⊕a = a for all a ∈ G. There is an element 0 ∈ G satisfying axiom (G1) such that for each a ∈ G there is an element ⊖a ∈ G, called a left inverse of a, satisfying (G2) ⊖a⊕a = 0 . The gyrogroup axioms (G1) -(G5) in Definition 1 are classified into three classes:
(1) The first pair of axioms, (G1) and (G2), is a reminiscent of the group axioms.
(2) The last pair of axioms, (G4) and (G5), presents the gyrator axioms.
(3) The middle axiom, (G3), is a hybrid axiom linking the two pairs of axioms in (1) and (2).
The loop property (G5) turns out to be equivalent to the gyration-free identity x⊕(y⊕(x⊕z)) = (x⊕(y⊕x))⊕z (15) which loop theorists recognize as the left Bol identity [46, 47] . As in group theory, we use the notation a⊖b = a⊕(⊖b) in gyrogroup theory as well.
In full analogy with groups, gyrogroups are classified into gyrocommutative and non-gyrocommutative gyrogroups.
Definition 2. (Gyrocommutative Gyrogroups). A gyrogroup (G, ⊕)
is gyrocommutative if its binary operation obeys the gyrocommutative law (G6)
Some first gyrogroup theorems, some of which are analogous to group theorems, are presented in [56, Chap. 2] . Thus, in particular, the gyrogroup left identity and left inverse are identical with their right counterparts, and the resulting identity and inverse are unique, as in group theory. Furthermore, the left gyroassociative law and the left loop property are associated with corresponding right counterparts.
A gyrogroup operation ⊕ comes with a dual operation, the cooperation (or, co-operation, for clarity) ⊞ [56, Def. 2.7], given by the equation
for all a, b ∈ G, where we define a ⊟ b = a ⊞ (⊖b). The gyrogroup cooperation shares with its associated gyrogroup operation remarkable duality symmetries as, for instance [56, Theorem 2.10],
Interestingly, by [56, Theorem 3.4] , a gyrogroup cooperation is commutative if and only if its corresponding gyrogroup is gyrocommutative.
The gyroautomorphisms have their own rich structure as we see, for instance, from the gyroautomorphism inversion property
from the loop property (left and right)
and from the elegant nested gyroautomorphism identity
for all a, b ∈ G in any gyrogroup G = (G, ⊕). More gyroautomorphism identities and important gyrogroup theorems, along with their applications, are found in [53, 56, 62] and in [6, 13, 25, 26, 30, 45, 46, 47, 63] . Thus, without losing the flavor of the group structure we have generalized it into the gyrogroup structure to suit the needs of Möbius addition in the disc and, more generally, in the open ball of any real inner product space [61] , as we will show in Sec. 3. Gyrogroups abound in group theory, as shown in [15] and [16] , where finite and infinite gyrogroups, both gyrocommutative and non-gyrocommutative, are studied. Plenty of gyrogroup theorems are found in [53, 56, 62] . Furthermore, any gyrogroup can be extended into a group, called a gyrosemidirect product group [56, Sec. 2.6] [28] . Hence, the generalization of groups into gyrogroups bears an intriguing resemblance to the generalization of the rational numbers into the real ones. The beginner is initially surprised to discover an irrational number, like √ 2, but soon later he is likely to realize that there are more irrational numbers than rational ones. Similarly, the gyrogroup structure of Möbius addition initially comes as a surprise. But, interested explorers may soon realize that in some sense there are more non-group gyrogroups than groups.
In our "gyrolanguage", as the reader has noticed, we attach the prefix "gyro" to a classical term to mean the analogous term in our study of grouplike loops. The prefix stems from Thomas gyration, which is the mathematical abstraction of the relativistic effect known as Thomas precession, explained in [53] . Indeed, gyrolanguage turns out to be the language we need to articulate novel analogies that the classical and the modern in this paper and in [53, 56, 62] share.
Möbius Addition in the Ball
If we identify complex numbers of the complex plane C with vectors of the Euclidean plane R 2 in the usual way,
then the inner product and the norm in R 2 are given by the equations
These, in turn, enable us to translate Möbius addition from the complex open unit disc D into the open unit disc R 2 s=1 = {v∈R 2 : v < s = 1} of R 2 [29] :
for all u, v ∈ D and all u, v ∈ R 2 s=1 . The last equation in (24) is a vector equation, so that its restriction to the ball of the Euclidean two-dimensional space R 2 s=1 is a mere artifact. As such, it survives unimpaired in higher dimensions, suggesting the following definition of Möbius addition in the ball of any real inner product space.
Definition 3. (Möbius Addition in the Ball
). Let V be a real inner product space [33] , and let V s be the s-ball of V,
for any fixed s > 0. Möbius addition ⊕ M in the ball V s is a binary operation in V s given by the equation
u, v∈V s , where · and · are the inner product and norm that the ball V s inherits from its space V.
Without loss of generality, one may select s = 1 in Definition 3. We, however, prefer to keep s as a free positive parameter in order to exhibit the result that in the limit as s → ∞, the ball V s expands to the whole of its real inner product space V, and Möbius addition ⊕ M in the ball reduces to vector addition in the space. Remarkably, like the Möbius disc groupoid (D, ⊕ M ), also the Möbius ball groupoid (V s , ⊕ M ) forms a gyrocommutative gyrogroup, called a Möbius gyrogroup.
Möbius addition in the ball V s is known in the literature as a hyperbolic translation [2, 43] . Following the discovery of the gyrocommutative gyrogroup structure in 1988 [50] , Möbius hyperbolic translation in the ball V s now deserves the title "Möbius addition" in the ball V s , in full analogy with the standard vector addition in the space V that contains the ball.
Möbius addition in the ball V s satisfies the gamma identity
for all u, v ∈ V s , where γ u is the gamma factor
in the s-ball V s .
Following (16), Möbius cooperation, also called Möbius coaddition, in the ball is commutative, given by the equation
for all u, v∈V s . Note that v ⊞ M 0 = v and v ⊟ M v = 0, as expected.
Gyrogroups Are Loops
A loop is a groupoid (G, ⊕) with an identity element, 0, such that each of its two loop equations for the unknowns x and y, 
The cogyrogroup (G, ⊞), associated with any gyrogroup (G, ⊕), is also a loop. The unique solutions of its two loop equations
are [56, Theorem 2.38]
Note that, in general, the two loop equations in (32) The cogyrogroup is an important and interesting loop. Its algebraic structure is not grouplike, but it plays a crucial role in the study of the gyroparallelogram law of Einstein's special relativity theory and its underlying hyperbolic geometry, Figs. 4, 5 and 8.
It follows from the solutions of the loop equations in (30) and (32) that any gyrogroup (G, ⊕) possesses the following cancellation laws [56, Table  2 .1]:
The first (second) cancellation law in (34) is called the left (right) cancellation law. The last cancellation law in (34) is called the second right cancellation law. The two right cancellation laws in (34) form one of the duality symmetries that the gyrogroup operation and cooperation share, mentioned in the paragraph of (18) . It is thus clear that in order to maintain analogies between gyrogroups and groups, we need both the gyrogroup operation and its associated gyrogroup cooperation.
In the special case when a gyrogroup is gyrocommutative, it is also known as (i) a K-loop (a term coined by Ungar in [51] ; see also [27, 
Möbius scalar multiplication in the Ball
Having developed the Möbius gyrogroup as a grouplike loop, we do not stop at the loop level. Encouraged by analogies gyrogroups share with groups, we now seek analogies with vector spaces as well. Accordingly, we uncover the scalar multiplication, ⊗ M , between a real number r ∈ R and a vector v∈V s , that a Möbius gyrogroup (V s , ⊕ M ) admits, so that we can turn the Möbius gyrogroup into a Möbius gyrovector space (V s , ⊕ M , ⊗ M ). For any natural number n ∈ N we define and calculate
where r∈R, v∈V s , v = 0; and r⊗ M 0 = 0.
Extending Def. 4 by abstraction, we obtain the abstract gyrovector space, studied in [56, Chap. 6]. As we go through the study of gyrovector spaces, we see remarkable analogies with classical results unfolding. In particular, armed with the gyrovector space structure, we offer a gyrovector space approach to the study of hyperbolic geometry [56] , which is fully analogous to the common vector space approach to the study of Euclidean geometry [24] . Our basic examples are presented in the sequel and shown in several figures.
Möbius Gyroline and More
In full analogy with straight lines in the standard vector space approach to Euclidean geometry, let us consider the gyroline equation in the ball V s ,
t ∈ R, A, B ∈ V s , in a Möbius gyrovector space (V s , ⊕, ⊗). For simplicity, we use in this section the notation ⊕ M = ⊕ and ⊗ M = ⊗. The gyrosegment AB is the part of the gyroline (36) that links the points A and B. Hence, it is given by (36) with 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, Fig. 1 .
A, t = 0
The Möbius Gyroline L AB through the points A and B A⊕(⊖A⊕B)⊗t −∞ < t < ∞ Figure 1 : In "gyroformalism", hyperbolic geometric expressions take the graceful forms of their Euclidean counterparts. This is convincingly illustrated by the unique gyroline in a Möbius gyrovector plane (R 2 s , ⊕, ⊗) through two given points A and B in the disc is shown. When the parameter t ∈ R runs from −∞ to ∞ the point p(t) = A⊕(⊖A⊕B)⊗t runs over the gyroline L AB . In particular, at "time" t = 0 the point is at p(0) = A, and, owing to the left cancellation law of Möbius addition, at "time" t = 1 the point is at p(1) = B. The Möbius gyroline equation is shown in the box. The analogies it shares with the Euclidean straight line equation in the vector space approach to Euclidean geometry are obvious.
For any t∈R the point P (t) = A⊕(⊖A⊕B)⊗t lies on the gyroline LAB . Thinking of t as time, at time t = 0 the point P lies at P (0) = A and, owing to the left cancellation law in (34) , at time t = 1 the point P lies at P (1) = B. Furthermore, the point P reaches the gyromidpoint MAB of the points A and B at time t = 1/2, Hence, it is given by (38) with 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, Fig. 2 . For any t∈R the point P (t) = (B ⊟ A)⊗t⊕A lies on the cogyroline L c AB in (38) . Thinking of t as time, at time t = 0 the point P lies at P (0) = A and, owing to the right cancellation law in (34) , at time t = 1 the point P lies at P (1) = B. Furthermore, the point P reaches the cogyromidpoint M c AB of the points A and B at time t = 1/2,
[56, Theorem 6.34]. Here M c AB is the unique cogyromidpoint of the points A and B in the cogyrodistance sense,
In the special case when V s = R 2 s , the cogyroline L c AB , shown in Fig. 2 , is a circular arc that intersects the boundary of the s-disc R 2 s diametrically. Let A, B, C ∈ G be any three non-gyrocollinear points of a Möbius gyrovector space G = (G, ⊕, ⊗). In Fig. 3 we see a gyrotriangle ABC whose vertices, A, B, and C, are linked by the gyrovectors a, b, and c; and whose side gyrolengths are a, b, and c, given by the equations 
In the same way that vectors in Euclidean geometry are equivalence classes of directed segments that add according to the parallelogram law, gyrovectors in hyperbolic geometry are equivalence classes of directed gyrosegments that add according to the gyroparallelogram law. A gyroparallelogram, the hyperbolic parallelogram, sounds like a contradiction in terms since parallelism in hyperbolic geometry is denied. However, in full analogy with Euclidean geometry, but with no reference to parallelism, the gyroparallelogram is defined as a hyperbolic quadrilateral whose gyrodiagonals intersect at their gyromidpoints, as in Figs An interesting contrast between Euclidean and hyperbolic geometry is observed here. In Euclidean geometry vector addition coincides with the parallelogram addition law. In contrast, in hyperbolic geometry gyrovector addition, given by Möbius addition, and the Möbius gyroparallelogram addition law are distinct.
Einstein Operations in the Ball
Definition 5. (Einstein Addition in the Ball). Let V be a real inner product space and let V s be the s-ball of V,
where s > 0 is an arbitrarily fixed constant (that represents in physics the vacuum speed of light c). Einstein addition ⊕ E is a binary operation in V s given by the equation
where γ u is the gamma factor, (28), in V s , and where · and · are the inner product and norm that the ball V s inherits from its space V.
We may note that the Euclidean 3-vector algebra was not so widely known in 1905 and, consequently, was not used by Einstein. Einstein calculated in his founding paper [12] the behavior of the velocity components parallel and orthogonal to the relative velocity between inertial systems, which is as close as one can get without vectors to the vectorial version (43) .
Seemingly structureless, Einstein velocity addition could not play in Einstein's special theory of relativity a central role. Indeed, Borel's attempt to "repair" the seemingly "defective" Einstein velocity addition in the years following 1912 is described in [65, p. 117] . Fortunately, however, there is no need to "repair" the Einstein velocity addition law since, like Möbius addition in the ball, Einstein addition in the ball is a gyrocommutative gyrogroup operation, which gives rise to the Einstein ball gyrogroups (V s , ⊕ E ) and gyrovector spaces (V s , ⊕ E , ⊗ E ), Figs. 6 -7 [53, 8] . Furthermore, Einstein's gyration turns out to be the Thomas precession of relativity physics [52] , so that Thomas precession is a kinematic effect rather than a dynamic effect as it is usually portrayed [58] . A brief history of the discovery of Thomas precession is presented in [53, Sec. 1.1].
The gamma factor is related to Einstein addition by the gamma identity
This gamma identity provided the historic link between Einstein's special theory of relativity and the hyperbolic geometry of Bolyai and Lobachevsky, as explained in [60] . Einstein scalar multiplication in the ball V s is identical with Möbius scalar multiplication, (35) , in the ball V s , r⊗ E v = r⊗ M v for all r ∈ R and v∈V s . Hence Einstein and Möbius scalar multiplication are denoted here, collectively, by ⊗.
The isomorphism between Einstein addition ⊕ E and Möbius addition ⊕ M in the ball V s is surprisingly simple when expressed in gyrolanguage, the language of gyrovector spaces. As we see from [56, Table 6 .1], the gyrovector space isomorphism between (V s , ⊕ E , ⊗) and (V s , ⊕ M , ⊗) is given by the equations
Following (16), Einstein cooperation, also called Einstein coaddition, in the ball is commutative, given by the equation
for all u, v∈V s . Clearly, v ⊟ E v = 0. Noting the Einstein half,
and the scalar associative law of gyrovector spaces [56, p. 138] , it is clear from (46) - (47) that v ⊞ E 0 = v, as expected. Einstein noted in 1905 that "Das Gesetz vom Parallelogramm der Geschwindigkeiten gilt also nach unserer Theorie nur in erster Annäherung."
A. Einstein [12], 1905 [Thus the law of velocity parallelogram is valid according to our theory only to a first approximation.]
We now see that with our gyrovector space approach to hyperbolic geometry, Einstein's noncommutative addition ⊕ E gives rise to an exact hyperbolic parallelogram addition ⊞ E , Fig. 8 , which is commutative. The cogyrogroup (V s , ⊞) is thus an important commutative loop that regulates algebraically the hyperbolic parallelogram [59] .
An interesting contrast between Euclidean and hyperbolic geometry is thus observed here. In Euclidean geometry and in classical mechanics vector addition coincides with the parallelogram addition law. In contrast, in hyperbolic geometry and in relativistic mechanics gyrovector addition, given by Einstein addition, u⊕ E v, and the gyroparallelogram addition, u ⊞ E v in V s , are distinct. We thus face the problem of whether the ultimate relativistic velocity addition is given by the (i) non-commutative Einstein velocity addition law in (43) , or by the (ii) commutative Einstein gyroparallelogram addition law in Fig. 8 . Fortunately, a cosmic phenomenon that can provide the ultimate resolution of the problem does exist. It is the stellar aberration, illustrated classically and relativistically for particle aberration in Figs. 9 and 10 .
A cosmic experiment in our cosmic laboratory, the Universe, that can validate the Einstein gyroparallelogram addition law, Fig. 8 , and its associated gyrotriangle addition law of Einsteinian velocities shown in Fig. 10 , is the stellar aberration [48] . Stellar aberration is particle aberration where the particle is a photon emitted from a star. Particle aberration, in turn, is the change in the apparent direction of a moving particle caused by the relative motion between two observers. The case when the two observers are E (at rest relative to the Earth) and S (at rest relative to the Sun) is shown graphically in Fig. 9 (classical interpretation) and Fig. 10 (relativistic interpretation). Obviously, in order to detect stellar aberration there is no need to place an observer at rest relative to the Sun since this effect varies during the year. It is this variation that can be observed by observers at rest relative to the Earth. The classical interpretation of particle aberration is obvious in terms of the triangle law of Newtonian velocity addition (which is the common vector addition in Euclidean geometry), as demonstrated graphically in Fig. 9 . The relativistic interpretation of particle aberration is, however, less obvious.
Relativistic particle aberration is illustrated in Fig. 10 in terms of analogies that it shares with its classical interpretation in Fig. 9 . These analogies are just analogies that gyrocommutative gyrogroups share with commutative groups and gyrovector spaces share with vector spaces. Remarkably, the resulting expressions that describe the relativistic stellar aberration phenomenon, obtained by our gyrovector space approach, agree with expressions that are obtained in the literature by employing the relativistic Lorentz transformation group. Our gyrovector space approach is thus capable of recovering known results in astrophysics, to which it gives new geometric interpretations that are analogous to known, classical interpretations.
Dark Matter of the Universe
What is the universe made of? We do not know. If standard gravitational theory is correct, then most of the matter in the universe is in an unidentified form that does not emit enough light to have been detected by current instrumentation. Astronomers and physicists are collaborating on analyzing the characteristics of this dark matter and in exploring possible physics or astronomical candidates for the unseen material.
S. Weinberg and J. Bahcall [4, p. v] Fortunately, our gyrovector space approach is capable of discovering a novel result in astrophysics as well, proposing a viable mechanism for the formation of the dark matter of the Universe.
We have seen in Sec. 8 that the cosmic effect of stellar aberration supports our gyrovector gyrospace approach guided by analogies that it shares with the common vector space approach. Another cosmic effect that may support a relativistic physical novel result obtained by our gyrovector space approach to Einstein's special theory of relativity is related to the elusive relativistic center of mass. The difficulties in attempts to obtain a satisfactory relativistic center of mass definition were discussed by Born and Fuchs in 1940 [7] , but they did not propose a satisfactory definition. Paradoxically, "In relativity, in contrast to Newtonian mechanics, the centre of mass of a system is not uniquely determined", as Rindler stated with a supporting example [44, p. 89] . Indeed, in 1948 M.H.L. Pryce [41] reached the conclusion that "there appears to be no wholly satisfactory definition of the [relativistic] mass-centre." Subsequently, Pryce's conclusion was confirmed by many authors who proposed various definitions for the relativistic center of mass; see for instance [3, 17, 32] and references therein, where various approaches to the concept of the relativistic center of mass are studied. Consequently, Goldstein stated that "a meaningful center-of-mass (sometimes called center-of-energy) can be defined in special relativity only in terms of the angular-momentum tensor, and only for a particular frame of reference." [18, p. 320] .
Fortunately, the spacetime geometric insight that our novel grouplike loop approach offers enables the elusive "manifestly covariant" relativistic center of mass of a particle system with proper time to be identified. It turns out to be analogous to the classical center of mass to the mass of which a specified fictitious mass must be added so as to render it "manifestly covariant" with respect to the motions of hyperbolic geometry. Specifically, let S = S(m k , v k , Σ 0 , N ), be an isolated system of N noninteracting material particles the k-th particle of which has mass m k > 0 and velocity v k ∈R 3 c relative to a rest frame Σ 0 , k = 1, . . . , N . Then, classically, the system S of N particles can be viewed as a fictitious single particle located at the center of mass of S, with mass m 0 = N k=1 m k that equals the total mass of the constituent particles of S. Relativistically, however, symmetries are determined by gyrogroup, rather than group, symmetries. As in the classical counterpart, the system S can be viewed in Einstein's special theory of relativity as a fictitious single particle located at the relativistic center of mass of S (specified in [62] ), with mass m 0 that we present in (48) below.
In order to obey necessary relativistic symmetries, the mass m 0 of the relativistic center of mass of S must exceed, in general, the total mass of the constituent particles of S according to the equation
as explained in [62] . The additional, fictitious mass m 0 − N k=1 m k in (48) of the system S results from relative velocities, ⊖v j ⊕v k , j, k = 1, . . . , N , between particles of the system S. The fictitious mass of a rigid particle system, therefore, vanishes. The fictitious mass of nonrigid galaxies does not vanish and, hence, could account for the dark matter needed to gravitationally "glue" each nonrigid galaxy together.
Indeed, the cosmic laboratory, our Universe, may support the existence of the predicted fictitious mass in (48) as the mass of the dark matter in the Universe that astrophysicists are forced to postulate but cannot detect [4, 34, 10, 37, 49] . Hence, in order to uncover a viable mechanism that accounts for the formation of dark matter that manifests itself only through gravitational interaction, there is no need to modify the laws of physics, as Milgrom proposed in [34] . Rather, one can find it in our grouplike loop approach that improves our understanding of Einstein's special theory of relativity and its underlying hyperbolic geometry of Bolyai and Lobachevsky [62] .
The Bloch Gyrovector of QIC
Bloch vector is well known in the theory of quantum information and computation (QIC). We will show that, in fact, Bloch vector is not a vector but, rather, a gyrovector [9, 54, 55] . It is easy to predict that in the present twenty-first century it is quantum mechanics that will increasingly influence our lives. Hence, it would be interesting to see what gyrovector spaces have to offer in QIC.
A qubit is a two state quantum system completely described by the qubit density matrix ρ v ,
parametrized by the vector v = (v 1 , v 2 , v 3 )∈B 3 in the open unit ball B 3 = R 3 s=1 of the Euclidean 3-space R 3 . The vector v in the ball is known in QIC as the Bloch vector. However, we will see that it would be more appropriate to call it a gyrovector rather than a vector.
The density matrix product of the four density matrices in the following equation, which are parametrized by two distinct Bloch vectors u and v, can be written as a single density matrix parametrized by the Bloch vector w, multiplied by the trace of the matrix product, 
Identity (51) is one of several identities available in [9, 54, 55] that demonstrate the compatibility of density matrix manipulations and gyrovector space manipulations. Two Bloch vectors u and v generate the two density matrices ρ u and ρ v that, in turn, generate the Bures fidelity F(ρ u , ρ v ) that we may also write as F(u, v). The Bures fidelity F(u, v) is a most important distance measure between quantum states ρ u and ρ v of the qubit in QIC, given by the equations
The first equation in (52) is well known [38, 67] , and the second equation in (52) is a gyrovector space equation verified in [56, Eq. 9 .69]. Identity (51) and the second identity in (52) indicate that in density matrix manipulations in QIC, Bloch vectors appear to behave like gyrovectors in Möbius gyrovector spaces (R 3 s=1 , ⊕ M , ⊗) and in Einstein gyrovector spaces (R 3 s=1 , ⊕ E , ⊗). Indeed, since the Bures fidelity has particularly wide currency today in QIC geometry, Nielsen and Chuang had to admit for their chagrin [38, p. 410 ] that "Unfortunately, no similarly [alluding to Euclidean geometric interpretation] clear geometric interpretation is known for the fidelity between two states of a qubit".
It is therefore interesting to realize that while Bures fidelity has no Euclidean geometric interpretation, as Nielsen and Chuang admit, it does have a hyperbolic geometric interpretation, which is algebraically regulated by our grouplike loops and their associated gyrovector spaces.
